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once upon a tile... these darling garden pots blend beauty and the art of mosaic 
perfectly. Using a mix of our versatile, pre-cut tiles (available in glass and ceramic) it’s easy 
to play up the color in your designs. Keep things solid, or mix up colors and finishes for a 
custom look. Tip: We suggest sealing the grout if pots are to be used as outdoor planters.

one man’s trash… once a ho-hum 
wooden trashcan—now custom décor! This 
sunny project began with a simple coat of 
yellow paint. We then added a stunning 
mosaic design to the front panel. See 
“Picture Perfect” below, on how we did it!

picture perfect... Let your inner 
artist shine by adding stylized designs to 
your mosaic projects. We created this simple 
grape and leaf motif by placing mosaic gems 
to form grape clusters, and shards of tile to 
create the look of stems. Pre-formed glass 
tiles in shapes of butterflies and leaves finish 
off the design. Then just fill in around design 
with more tile shards, keeping colors tonal to 
accentuate your design. Tip: You can sketch 
your design in pencil first, if you prefer perfect 
placement.

make it mosaic
{CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}

Make it fun, make it 
fabulous, make it mosaic! 

Create a roomful of  unique 
and colorful mosaic décor 

using our extensive selection 
of  mosaic tools, supplies 

and instructional booklets.

step-by-step
PROJECT IDEASfre

e



Mosaic Pieces: We offer everything from square 
tiles, versatile chips, glass shards to shiny gems.

Wheeled Glass Cutter: Use to cut glass pieces to a 
smaller size, and when a clean edge is needed.

Wheeled Glass Nippers: Use to break scored glass 
or ‘nip’ edges of glass when a rough edge is desired.

Mosaic Adhesive: Use to adhere mosaic pieces to 
the surface of your project.

Mosaic Grout: Use if a traditional mosaic look is 
desired. Simply fills in the gaps between the
mosaic pieces.

jazz-it with gems... if your 
stool isn’t cool, add a little drama with 
dazzling glass gems. Offered in a 
variety of colors, shapes and sizes, 
they’re perfect for adding visual 

interest to all of your mosaic projects. 

We’ve got all the mosaic tricks and 
tools of  the trade for beginners and 

advance projects alike.

frame of  mind... looking to tackle a 
smaller mosaic project? Then try a simple 
frame. We covered this blank wooden 
frame (available in the Craft Dept.) with 
bold glass chips and a rainbow of shiny 
glass gems. (See photo to the right.)

sunshine shards
If it's a designer look with the ultimate 
in dramatic impact you're after, try your 
hand at larger projects like this mud room 
bench and tiled entry. Pieced together 
from hundreds of brilliantly colored glass 
chips and shards, the finished designs are 
pure drama that reflect a colorful creative 
style. Tip: Love the little sunshine center 
in our tiled entry? It actually comes pre-
packaged, ready-to-use!


